In this paper we study the category of Harish-Chandra bimodules HC χ,ψ in the Deligne category Rep(GL t ). In particular, we answer Question 3.25 posed in Pavel Etingof's paper [5] and determine for which central characters χ and ψ this category is not zero.
Preliminaries
We refer the reader to the papers by N. Harman [6] and D. Kalinov [7] where the ultraproduct construction for Rep(GL t ) is explained in great detail, and also to the paper by P. Etingof [5] , which describes many basic notions associated to this category.
From now on let k := Q, let h and n − denote the standard Cartan subalgebra and the subalgebra of lower-triangular matrices in gl n (k) correspondingly, and let W ≃ S n be the Weyl group of gl n (k). Let Λ be the lattice of integral weights and ρ be the half sum of all positive roots of gl n (k).
Let C = Rep(GL t ) be the Deligne tensor category for transcendental t ∈ C. Let C n = Rep GL n (k) and V n be the defining n-dimensional representation. Let F be a non-principal ultrafilter on N. Then C is equivalent to the full subcategory in F C n generated by V := F V n under the operations of taking duals, tensor products, direct sums, and direct summands if t is the image of F n under the isomorphism F k ≃ C [6] . C is a semisimple C-linear category.
Let g = gl t = V ⊗ V * and let F i U(g) be the PBW filtration of U(g). Then F i U(g) = F F i U(gl n (k)) and its center Z(U(g)) = Hom(1, U(g)) = i Hom(1, F i U(g)) is an algebra in the category of C-vector spaces. We have Z(U(g))∩F i U(g) = F (Z(U(gl n (k)))∩F i U(gl n (k))). In particular we have gr Z(U(g)) = S(g) g = i F F i k[z 1 , ..., z n ] ≃ C[z 1 , ..., z n , ...], where z k (A) = tr(A k ) for A ∈ gl n (k) * ≃ gl n (k) (so, deg(z k ) = k) and F i k[z 1 , ..., z n ] consists of polynomials of degree less than or equal to i.
where Duf : S(gl n (k)) GLn → Z(U(gl n (k))) is the Duflo isomorphism of algebras, so Z(U(gl n (k))) ≃ k[C 1 , C 2 , ..., C n ]. We can think of C k as of the element in Z(U(gl n (k))) that acts on the Verma module M λ (with the highest weight λ+ρ) by the k'th power sum
So ψ is completely determined by the numbers ψ k = ψ(C k ). For convenience let us adopt the generating function notation
For each gl n (k) let us fix a central character ψ (n) : Z(U(gl n (k))) → k. It is determined by n numbers ψ (n) k = ψ (n) (C k ) with 1 ≤ k ≤ n. However, since tr(A k ) is well-defined for any k, it makes sense to talk about C k for all k and hence about the generating function ψ (n) (u) = ψ (n)
Due to the algebraic independence of {C k } k≤n in Z(U(gl n (k))) we can choose ψ (n) k to be an arbitrary number for n > k. Thus, any central character ψ can be obtained in this manner.
We have a natural action of g on generating objects [r, s] := V ⊗r ⊗ (V * ) ⊗s that commutes with End([r, s]). Therefore g (and hence U(g)) acts on any object of Ind(C).
The category HC χ,ψ
We will henceforth consider objects with the action of g ⊕ g. Let us denote by g l , g r and g d the left, the right and the diagonal copy of g inside g ⊕ g. Moreover, we will freely switch between the left action of g ⊕ g and the double action of g both on the left and on the right, the first given by the action of g l and the second by minus the action of g r .
Clearly, any g-module M in Ind(C) has a unique action of g ⊕ g, s.t. g l acts by the original action and the diagonal copy g d acts naturally. Definition 3.1. A Harish-Chandra bimodule for GL t is a finitely generated g-module (i.e. a quotient of U(g) ⊗ X for some X ∈ C) M ∈ Ind(C) s.t. both copies of Z(U(g)) act locally finitely on M.
Consider central characters χ, ψ : Z(U(g)) → C. Denote by HC χ,ψ the category of Harish-Chandra bimodules on which Z(U(g l )) acts by χ and Z(U(g r )) acts by ψ.
Example. Let U χ := U(g)/(z − χ(z)), where z runs over all elements in the center. Clearly, U χ ∈ HC χ,χ .
For any object X ∈ C the tensor product U ψ ⊗ X is naturally a g-module with g acting on U ψ by multiplication on the left and on X naturally (so it is easy to deduce that the right action of g is by (minus) multiplication on the right and affects only the U ψ part of the tensor product). Let N(χ, ψ, X) := (U ψ ⊗ X) χ denote the quotient (U ψ ⊗ X)/(z − χ(z))(U ψ ⊗ X), where we factor out by the action of the first copy of Z(U(g)). Clearly, N(χ, ψ, X) ∈ HC χ,ψ .
Lemma 3.2. The category HC χ,ψ is nonzero iff N(χ, ψ, X) = 0 for some X ∈ C.
Proof. For any X ∈ C we have that as (g, g)-bimodules
where g d acts on the right on U χ ⊗ U op ψ . Now suppose M ∈ HC χ,ψ , then M is finitely generated, i.e. it is generated by some subobject X (that lies in C) as a left g-module. There is a natural morphism N(χ, ψ, X) → M whose image is the subbimodule of M generated by X (since X generates M, it is surjective). Thus, if M is nonzero then so is N(χ, ψ, X).
So, we want to understand for which χ, ψ the bimodule (U ψ ⊗ [r, s]) χ is not zero. For this purpose let us first look at (U ψ ⊗ V ) χ and understand for which χ and ψ it is not zero.
Let us look at the finite-dimensional case, namely gl n (k). We have a homomorphism U ψ → End(M λ ) for some λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) (determined up to permutation of λ i ) which is injective by Duflo's theorem. So there is an injective morphism of gl n (k)-bimodules
where the right action of gl n (k) is on the source and the left action is on the target. Thus, it is enough to consider the action of the center on M λ ⊗ V . For generic (without nontrivial stabilizers
Then, we have proved the following lemma:
Lemma 3.4. For generic central character ψ, i.e. such that U ψ acts on M λ with generic λ, we have:
Now let us identify the k-algebra End k (M λ ) with A := End k (U(n − )) via the natural isomorphism of vector spaces M λ and U(n − ). The representations U(gl n (k)) → End k (M λ ) thus give us a family of algebra homomorphisms to A depending on λ polynomially. That is to say, we have a map of algebras ϕ : U(gl n (k)) → A ⊗ k[x 1 , . . . , x n ], which composed with the quotient map k[x 1 , . . . , x n ] → k sending x i to λ i (let us denote the corresponding maximal ideal by m λ ), and the natural isomorphism between A and End k (M λ ), gives us precisely the representation of gl n (k) on M λ .
The family of representations of gl n (k) ⊕ gl n (k) on M λ ⊗ V for varying λ (with the left copy acting on M λ and the right copy acting on V ) produces a map ϕ ⊗ ρ V :
Since the set of λ ∈ k n such that some λ i = λ j for i = j (i.e. λ has a nontrivial stabilizer in W and hence is non-generic by our definition) is closed in k n , the intersection λ generic m λ is zero. 
It is easy to see that Ω acts on (
Thus, for each gl n (k) we must have
Lemma 3.7. For any finitely generated U(g)-module M in Ind(C)
Proof. We have proved this statement for M = U ψ . It is easy to see that the same proof works for the module M = U ψ ⊗ X, where X ∈ C and U(g) acts only on the U ψ part of the tensor product. X is represented by some sequence of GL n -modules (X 1 , X 2 , . . .), so, we can pass to a finite dimensional case. There U ψ ⊗ X n ⊗ V ֒→ n l=1 Hom k (M λ , M λ+e l ⊗ X n ) and gl n (k) acts only on the left part of the tensor product in the target, i.e. on M λ+e l , and we can repeat the proof from above. Thus, we have obtained the following:
For any n ∈ Z >0 the universal enveloping algebra U(gl n (k)) embeds into χ (n) U χ (n) , where the sum runs over all central characters χ (n) : Z(U(gl n (k))) → k. Therefore, the same holds for U(g). Hence, the statement of the lemma holds for M = U(g) ⊗ X, where X ∈ C.
Finally, by definition, any finitely generated U(g)-module is a quotient of U(g) ⊗ X with X ∈ C and U(g) acting only on the left part of this tensor product. This ends the proof.
Remark 3.8. A similar reasoning shows that for any finitely generated U(g)-module M in Ind(C)
Note. It is easy to see that
. Now we are ready to consider the action of the central elements on U ψ ⊗ [r, s]. Note that the central element C of Z(U(g r )) acts on this module as (C ⊗ 1) U ψ ,[r,s] , and if it is considered as an element of Z(U(g l )) then it acts as ∆(C) U ψ ,[r,s] meaning that the first tensor factor acts on U ψ and the second acts on [r, s].
Let us adopt some convenient notation. Let A be any element in Z(U(g) ⊗ U(g)). Denote by A j its image under the following map τ j : U(g) ⊗ U(g) → U(g) ⊗(m+1) :
We also denote by A j the corresponding operator acting on
Let us view U ψ ⊗ [r, s] as the string of tensor factors 
Proof. Let us consider End k ((U ψ ⊗ [r, s]) χ ). It is a nonzero algebra and there is a homomorphism from C[Ω 1 , ..., Ω r+s ] to it. Its image is a nonzero finitely generated commutative algebra where
Thus, by the Nulstellensatz, there exists a maximal ideal in this algebra, i.e. numbers b 1 , . . . , b r , c 1 , . . . , c s , such that
This ends the proof.
Corollary 3.10. If HC χ,ψ = 0 then there exist numbers b 1 , . . . , b r , c 1 , . . . , c s ∈ C such that
Now we want to prove the converse, i.e. if such numbers exist then the category is non-zero.
Theorem 3.11. Suppose there exist numbers b 1 , . . . , b r , c 1 , . . . , c s ∈ C such that
Then HC χ,ψ = 0.
To prove this we are going to show that (U ψ ⊗ X) χ is non-zero for some X ∈ C.
Then for any ψ(u) there exists a presentation of it as an ultraproduct of ψ (n) (u) -central characters of gl n (k) -so that ψ (n) (u) = 0 for n ≤ r + s and when n > r + s then gl n (k) acts with central character ψ (n) on some M µ (n) , where
Proof. Let us take an arbitrary presentation of the numbers ψ k as an ultraproduct: ψ k = F φ (n) k . We will prove that for a fixed k we can change finitely many of numbers φ (n) k , namely those with n < k + s + r so that the resulting central characters satisfy the condition above.
For a fixed n consider the following equations on m := n − r − s variables x i for k = 1, . . . , m: Putting ψ (n) = 0 for n ≤ r + s, we see that for a fixed k we have ψ Suppose Z(U(gl n (k))) acts on M λ with character χ and on M µ with character ψ. Then
Proof. The element C k acts on M µ+e l as j µ k j + P k (µ l ) and on M µ−e l as j µ k j + P k (µ l ) (so that k P k (b)t k = f b (u) and k P k (c) = −f c−1 (u)). Thus,
µ [1] = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n−1 , µ n − 1), µ [2] = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n−2 , µ n−1 − 1, µ n − 1), . . . , µ r−1 , µ r + 1, µ r+1 , . . . , µ n−s , µ n−s+1 − 1, . . . , µ n − 1), · · · λ [1] = (µ 1 , µ 2 + 1, . . . , µ r + 1, µ r+1 , . . . , µ n−s , µ n−s+1 − 1, . . . , µ n − 1)
. . , µ r + 1, µ r+1 , . . . , µ n−s , µ n−s+1 − 1, . . . , µ n − 1). 
n−i ) = P k (µ n−i ). Summing up these equations for all χ's and ψ's we obtain
which leads to the desired relation for generating functions χ(u) and ψ(u). Suppose
for some b i , c j . Then there exist presentations of χ and ψ as ultraproducts of χ (n) and ψ (n) correspondingly, so that for any n > r + s the algebra U(gl n (k)) acts on some M λ (n) with central character χ (n) and if µ (n) = λ (n) − e 1 − . . . − e r + e n−s+1 + . . . + e n , then U(gl n (k)) acts on M µ (n) with central character ψ (n) .
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.12 to ψ(u), b i , c j to obtain central character ψ (n) and weight µ (n) , satisfying the conditions of the lemma. Then for n > r+s, we put λ (n) = µ (n) +e 1 +. . .+e r −e n−s+1 −. . .−e n and denote by χ (n) the central character corresponding to λ (n) . We use Lemma 3.13 for λ (n) and µ (n) to see that
We put χ (n) = 0 for n ≤ r + s. If now χ(u) = F χ (n) (u) then
and thus χ(u) = χ(u) and we are done. Proof. Consider a natural surjective map of U(gl n (k))-modules
Taking tensor product with character χ of Z(gl n (k)) is right exact, thus we have
So it is left to prove that (M µ ⊗ X) χ = 0. Let (M µ ⊗X) φ denote the projection of M µ ⊗X (considered as a module in the category O) to the block O φ , that consists of modules in O on which U(gl n (k)) acts with generalized central character φ. Then M µ ⊗ X = φ (M µ ⊗ X) φ . Moreover, we have ch M µ ⊗ X = ν dim X[ν] · ch M µ+ν . Now, for any N 1 , N 2 ∈ O and any central character φ ch N 1 = ch N 2 implies that ch N φ 1 = ch N φ 2 . Therefore, ch (M µ ⊗ X) χ = dim X[λ − µ] · ch M λ + probably characters of some other Verma modules, so it is not zero. Thus, (M µ ⊗ X) χ has a simple quotient module L ∈ O χ . Since L is invariant under taking tensor product with χ, there is a surjective map (M µ ⊗ X) χ → L → 0. Then (U ψ ⊗ S r V ⊗ S s V * ) χ = 0.
Proof. This is a straightforward corollary of Corollary 3.14 and Lemma 3.15 and the fact that for every n > s + t dim S r V ⊗ S s V * [e 1 + . . . + e r − e n−s+1 − . . . − e n ] = 1.
We have now proved Theorem 3.11. The following theorem summarizes Corollary 3.10 and Theorem 3.11 and is the main result of this paper: Note. We replaced c i − 1 with c i (as compared to Theorem 3.11) to simplify the formula.
